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Toward a New Approach to Disability Law

David A. Weisbach†

ABSTRACT

This Article argues that a new approach to the laws governing disabilities is needed. Existing approaches, largely based on the "social model" of disabilities are unable to answer basic questions, such as the extent to which resources should be devoted to the disabled. The Article argues that basing disability policy directly on welfarist theories of distributive justice offers a better approach and begins the task of developing what such an approach would look like. Under a welfarist approach, policy toward the disabled depends on how a given disability affects the well-being of an individual. Under reasonable assumptions, redistribution toward individuals with disabilities is desirable, but the extent and form depends on a variety of factors. If disabilities are observable, adjustments to the income tax schedule should be preferred. If disabilities are not observable, commodity taxes or in-kind provision of certain goods (such as accommodations) may be desirable to solve screening problems. In this case, inefficient over supply of these goods is likely to be optimal. Finally, to the extent that needs of the disabled are public goods, supply of such goods may be desirable (even if disabilities are observable).

INTRODUCTION

Almost all modern studies of disabilities laws use the so-called social model.¹ The social model claims that disabilities are

† Walter J. Blum Professor and Kearney Director of the Program in Law and Economics, The University of Chicago Law School. I thank participants at workshops and seminars at the University of Chicago, Harvard, Berkeley, and Stanford for comments.

¹ The literature on the social model is large and a short summary cannot do justice to the variety of subtleties and nuances in the model. The origins of the social model date back at least to Saad Nagi’s work in the 1960’s. See Saad Z. Nagi, Disability and Rehabilitation: Legal, Clinical, and Self-Concepts and Measurement (Ohio State 1969); Saad Z. Nagi, Some Conceptual Issues in Disability and Rehabilitation, in Marvin B. Sussman, ed., Sociology and Rehabilitation 100 (Am Sociological Assn 1965). It was developed explicitly for the first time in The Union of the Physically Impaired Against Segregation and The Disability Alliance Discuss: Fundamental Principles of Disability (London 1975),
caused by the constructed environment, that they are socially caused, and that it is society's ethical or moral duty to change that environment to provide equal access and equal functioning to all its members. To make this claim, the social model combines a causal argument and a normative argument. The causal claim is that disability is caused by social arrangements rather than individual medical conditions. Individuals have impairments or traits of various sorts. The social model argues that it is the social environment, the organization of society, that causes the traits to limit functioning, thereby causing a disability. The example almost always used to illustrate the idea is an individual in a wheelchair who cannot access a building because of the stairs. The social model claims that it is the choice to construct the building with stairs rather than the individual impairment that causes the limited functioning or disability.

The normative claim is that disability should be addressed as a matter of discrimination. Disability is like race or sex, a difference that should not matter. Anything that causes a disability to matter is, therefore, defined as discrimination, and, subject to certain limitations, society is said to have an obligation to eliminate it. The Americans with Disabilities Act \(^2\) ("ADA") is the crowning achievement of the social model and is the subject of most of the disabilities literature since its enactment in 1990.\(^3\)

Although the focus on discrimination is important because of the real and potentially subtle effects of animus and statistical discrimination, this Article will argue that the social model and discrimination theory are inadequate bases for a general theory of disability. The key problem is that these theories do not directly address scarcity and, therefore, conflate issues of distributive justice—how much society should allocate to individuals with

---


\(^3\) The literature studying the effects of the ADA is vast. For a partial list of papers, see Bagenstos, 114 Yale L J at 3 n 2 (cited in note 1).
different traits—with issues of biased or inappropriate behavior. Even if we were setting up society from a blank slate and entirely without animus, bias, or other causes of discrimination, arrangements that eliminate the effect of impairments would be costly, or in some cases, impossible. Only in the most extravagantly imaginary world could we construct a transportation system that allowed a blind person to drive a truck or construct a method of scientific inquiry that allowed a merely average person to be a physicist. And even if we could, setting up a society that did so would mean fewer resources would be available for other purposes. Although it is possible that spending resources this way is desirable, we need a theory of distributive justice to make this determination. The language and tools of discrimination policy are not sufficient for understanding this sort of problem. As the philosopher David Wasserman noted, an “injunction against discrimination does not, by itself, tell us the extent to which we must modify our physical and social environment to accommodate people with disabilities.”

The modern focus on discrimination also does not take into account the vast sums spent every year by the government and private actors to help the disabled. For example, in the United States in 2003, there were almost two-hundred separate programs for the disabled, administered by more than twenty federal agencies. Programs that solely or primarily targeted the disabled cost more than $120 billion in that year. Payments to individuals with disabilities from Medicare and Medicaid were an additional $132 billion in 2002. The Social Security Administration (“SSA”) spent another $26 billion on the disabled in 2002 through the Supplemental Security Income (“SSI”) program. Combined, the total is approximately $275 billion per year in federal spending directly on the disabled. This excludes state and local spending (including workers’ compensation programs), ad-

---


6 Bagenstos also makes this observation about the social model. See Bagenstos, 114 Yale L J at 4 (cited in note 1).


8 See id at 14–17.
ditional federal spending not captured in these numbers (such as the disability components of larger programs), safety precautions mandated by law or induced by the tort system, and mandated private spending because of the Americans with Disabilities Act, some of which is potentially unrelated to discrimination. The number also excludes voluntary private spending on disability. The $275 billion per year number, therefore, is likely a significant underestimate of total resources spent on disabilities. By any measure the numbers are large, and understanding how best to spend resources of this magnitude is important.

The social model has not resolved these problems in a convincing way. The goal of this Article is to begin the development of an alternative approach to disabilities based directly on an explicitly stated theory of distributive justice: welfarist theories. Welfarist theories have a long and well-developed history of directly addressing issues of resource allocation where individuals are assumed to have differing needs. The goal of these theories is to develop policies that (1) ensure that people's contributions to society and the resulting distribution of resources are commensurate with their abilities, while (2) ensuring that people do not conceal their true level of ability to get more than their share. Both elements are, or should be, central to disability policy. Nevertheless, despite the massive literature on disabilities, there are few if any articles that take this approach, and none in the legal literature.

9 I have been unable to find reliable estimates of ADA compliance costs. In addition, there are major disputes about the extent to which mandated accommodations are remedies for discrimination and the extent to which they are transfers. See Samuel Issacharoff and Justin Nelson, *Discrimination with a Difference: Can Employment Discrimination Law Accommodate the Americans with Disabilities Act?*, 79 NC L Rev 307 (2001); Christine Jolls, *Antidiscrimination and Accommodation*, 115 Harv L Rev 642 (2001); Pamela S. Karlan and George Rutherford, *Disabilities, Discrimination, and Reasonable Accommodation*, 46 Duke L J 1 (1996); Stein, 153 U Pa L Rev 579 (cited in note 1); J.H. Verkerke, *Is the ADA Efficient?*, 50 UCLA L Rev 903 (2003). This senseless debate is an example of the problem created by a focus on discrimination; whether policies are desirable becomes hostage to definitions rather than focusing on the effects of those policies.

10 Mark Stein argues for a utilitarian approach to disability but he does not explore any of the policy implications (other than in the loosest sense). See Mark S. Stein, *Distributive Justice & Disability: Utilitarianism Against Egalitarianism* (Yale 2006). See also Mark S. Stein, *Utilitarianism and the Disabled: Distribution of Resources*, 16 Bioethics 1 (2002). Peter Singer famously approaches disabilities from a utilitarian perspective. See Peter Singer, *Rethinking Life and Death: The Collapse of Our Traditional Ethics* (Macmillan 1996). Singer's focus, however, is on beginning and end of life issues. The focus here is on "everyday" policies toward the disabled, such as cash transfers, antidiscrimination laws, accommodations, and the like. Deciding who does or does not count in social welfare considerations is, in an important sense, orthogonal to the considerations of the appropriate policy toward those who are part of the social welfare calculation.
In many cases, welfarist theories will buttress discrimination theories, sometimes solving puzzles that discrimination theories present. For example, welfarist theories can help explain why we might want to require costly accommodations when it would seem to be cheaper to write people a check, and it can do so without relying on contested notions of social exclusion, status, or neutrality. Similarly, welfarist theories can help develop an appropriate definition of disability without recourse to notions such as typical human functioning. At other times, welfarist theories may part ways with claims of discrimination theorists, most often because of the welfarist’s attention to issues of scarcity, but also because distributive justice may impose duties beyond even a perfect meritocracy or recompense for past harms.

The analysis will show that there are three key considerations in developing a disabilities policy. First, we must understand how disability affects individuals. If an individual with a disability is worse off than others or can make better use of limited resources, a welfarist will, in general, favor allocation of additional resources to the individual just like a welfarist favors redistribution of income. The precise nature of the disability may affect the desired policy. Disabilities of various sorts will affect individuals in many ways, and policy prescriptions should be sensitive to these factors. For example, one plausible effect of

What little welfarist literature focusing on the appropriate treatment of individuals with disabilities exists can be found in the public economics literature. There are two distinct strands within this literature. The first is the literature examining optimal disability insurance, beginning with the work of Peter Diamond and James Mirrlees. See Peter A. Diamond and James A. Mirrlees, Payroll-Tax Financed Social Insurance with Variable Retirement, 88 Scandinavian J Econ 25 (1986); Peter Diamond and James Mirrlees, A Model of Social Insurance with Variable Retirement, 10 J Pub Econ 295 (1978). This literature models the risk of disability as the risk of suddenly having a wage rate of zero and examines the optimal social insurance policy for this risk. An individual with a disability in these models is the same as any other individual except with respect to the wage rate.

The second, which is the focus of this Article, builds off of the optimal income tax literature, adding a second dimension of difference among individuals. This work is still in its infancy. See, for example, Robin Boadway and Pierre Pestieau, Indirect Taxation and Redistribution: The Scope of the Atkinson-Stiglitz Theorem, in Richard Arnott, et al, eds, Economics for an Imperfect World: Essay in Honor of Joseph E. Stiglitz 387 (MIT 2003); Robin Boadway, et al, Optimal Redistribution with Heterogeneous Preferences for Leisure, 4 J Pub Econ Theory 475 (2002); Helmuth Cremer, Pierre Pestieau, and Jean-Charles Rochet, Direct Versus Indirect Taxation: The Design of the Tax Structure Revisited, 42 Intl Econ Rev 781 (2001); Louis Kaplow, Optimal Policy with Heterogeneous Preferences, (NBER Working Paper 14170 2003); Emmanuel Saez, The Desirability of Commodity Taxation Under Non-Linear Income Taxation and Heterogeneous Tastes, 83 J Pub Econ 217 (2002). There is very little cross-fertilization of this literature with the broader disability literature. The public finance work is never cited in the usual disabilities literature and the public finance literature does not reference the disabilities literature.
disability is that it increases needs. A person with a disability might need an assistive device, additional medical services, or a particular construction of public architecture, none of which a person without the disability would need, at least to the same extent. Someone with increased needs would have lower overall welfare (for the same income) and increased marginal utility, both of which mean a welfarist policy would allocate additional resources to such individuals. Disabilities, however, are likely to affect individuals in other ways (and may not increase needs), and the appropriate policies will depend on exactly how a disability affects individuals.

A second factor is whether the disability can be observed. Different types of disability will be differently observable. Spinal cord injuries might be easy to observe, but back pain and attention deficit disorder might not be. If disability can be accurately observed, we can base policies on this information. In particular, it will be optimal to use the income tax, adjusted to take into account observable disabilities, for redistribution.

If disabilities cannot be accurately observed, policies that favor the disabled will create incentives for the nondisabled to pretend to be disabled and claim the benefits. Policies must be designed to reduce these incentives. Simple adjustments to the income tax will no longer be desirable. Instead, we will want to direct resources toward the disabled through in-kind provision or taxes and subsidies for commodities that the disabled are more likely to value than are mimickers. Moreover, it may often be the case that inefficient, over-provision of these items is desirable to help target benefits. Thus, an important conclusion is that if accommodations for the disabled are a method of solving targeting problems, we should not measure whether they are desirable by whether they are efficient. We should, in fact, want to have inefficient over-provision.

Finally, goods can be provided in a variety of ways, such as through direct transfers of cash, through in-kind provision of particular goods, or through changes to public goods (architecture, legal rules, etc.) to help the disabled. It is here that welfarism meets the social model. The social model argues for in-kind provision of such goods as public architecture, workplace rules, status, and autonomy. Welfarism has a number of standard tools for determining the best method of provision. One possibility, mentioned above, is that in-kind provision can help with targeting problems. A second important consideration is whether the good has public goods aspects. The architectural rules found in
the ADA can be seen in this light. The social model focuses on status and autonomy. I am not aware of significant writing within the welfarist tradition on providing status and autonomy as policy goals. Status might not be readily purchased in the market so transfers of money may not suffice to provide status. A welfarist may agree, therefore, that direct provision of status, if cheaper than providing an equally valued amount of money, would be desirable (although the issue might be complicated if status is zero sum). More generally, if the social model points to joint causation of disability, welfarism allows consideration of the best method of helping the disabled among the various causes of disadvantage because it considers relative costs and benefits.

This Article begins with a long wind up, with the first three Parts providing background before getting to the analysis. There is no literature combining disabilities and welfarism, so it is necessary to provide some background in both areas. The disabilities literature is particularly lacking in discussions of welfarist distributive policies which are instead found in the technical literature on optimal taxation. Therefore, a review of this literature is necessary. Those familiar with these background materials should skip to Part IV.

Part I provides some stylized facts about disability in the United States. It is important to have a sense of the size and scope of the issue, and Part I attempts to provide this background. The image we have in our heads when thinking about disability can influence what we think are appropriate outcomes, and some basic facts can help ensure that the image is accurate. In addition, a central variable in the analysis is whether a disability is observable (because inability to observe creates the targeting problem), and getting a sense of the types of disabilities gives a sense of the extent to which they are observable.

Part II describes the social model and argues that it is inadequate. Part III provides a brief review of the welfarist approach to social policy and redistribution generally, not with respect to disabilities. The relevant literature is the literature on optimal taxation, a literature which gets almost no mention in the legal world. There are two results from that literature that are important for understanding policy toward the disabled. Modern tax policy is about information. Individuals are assumed to vary by their ability to earn wages. In a first best world, where ability can be observed, transfers can be made from the more able to the less able, so that total or marginal utility (depending on the choice of social welfare function) is the same across all
individuals. If ability cannot be observed, however, the government faces an incentives problem: If the government raises taxes on high income individuals, there is an incentive to earn less. Similarly, if the government makes cash available for all "unable to work," many able individuals might claim the cash. The optimal tax problem is to determine the social welfare maximizing tax rate schedule subject to this incentives problem. The second important result, which also at its core is about screening, is the "income tax only" result. The claim is that we should tax only labor income (subject to some obscure qualifications related to leisure). Understanding both results, how incentives affect redistribution and the conditions under which only redistribution of income is desirable, is central to understanding the treatment of disabilities.

With these results in mind, Part IV turns to disabilities. Disability adds a second dimension of difference among individuals: they differ with respect to their wage rates and with respect to disability. The nature of the optimal policy may correspondingly change. Part IV develops the three major considerations discussed above, focusing on how policy changes depending on whether disabilities are observable.

Part V provides further comments on the analysis in Part IV. In particular, Part V discusses how a welfarist approach interacts with the social model, the possibility of private disability insurance, the changes to policy if the extent of disability is endogenous to policy, and the choice of public or private provision of accommodations.

I am not considering here several issues that may be important. First, I will not discuss animus or bias, the central focus of the modern disabilities literature. There are many things that can be and have been said about these issues from a welfarist perspective, but the focus here is on distributive issues because so little work has been done on these issues (with respect to disabilities). I will, therefore, assume markets work reasonably well and without significant animus.

Second the focus here is on physical disabilities. Mental disabilities are also covered by the analysis, but some mental disabilities may raise additional issues (concerning preference formation and maximization) that are beyond the scope of this Article.

---

11 For a summary of the economics literature on discrimination, see Kevin Lang, *Poverty and Discrimination* (Princeton 2007).
Third, I am not dealing with beginning of life or end of life issues, which is the focus of Peter Singer’s application of utilitarianism to disabilities.¹² Without agreeing or disagreeing with his views, his approach does not seem to me to be distinctly utilitarian. All ethical theories will have similar issues of who counts.

Finally, some disabilities policies disregard or attempt to change preferences. Antidiscrimination laws, which outlaw acting on certain preferences, may be seen in this way, as attempts to change attitudes or norms. Many welfarists would not include animus or similar preferences in the social welfare function.¹³ Thus, welfarism can be made consistent with this approach. Some policies, however, are sometimes justified as an attempt to change preferences more generally.¹⁴ Welfarism can incorporate learning which can result in changes in views, but attempting to change fully informed preferences is more problematic. Although there is much to say about this issue, I will not consider it here.

Before beginning the discussion, it is worth a few words about the use of language in this Article. It is standard in the taxation and public economics literature to refer to transfer payments and to redistribution. Whether something is a transfer or whether it redistributes, however, must be measured against a background of initial entitlements. The usual norm in the tax literature is to assume a purely laissez faire economy (with no taxes but somehow with everything else the same), and measure any payments against the amounts individuals would have had in such a world. Labels based on this approach, however, are potentially erroneous because it assumes there is some merit to the laissez faire world. The laissez faire world, however, plays no role in welfarist policy. A welfarist approach requires a behind the veil determination of the optimal set of rules with no preference given to one set of outcomes over another. Therefore, “transfer payments” to the disabled as measured against a laissez faire background might otherwise be viewed as rights or as part of a just or fair outcome.

Language in disability policy matters. One of the objections to many policies, including those that provided significant resources to the disabled, was that they viewed the disabled as

¹⁴ For example, the ADA is sometimes defended as illustrating to the nondisabled that the disabled can be more productive than previously thought.
somehow not fully human. For example, David Wasserman notes that disabilities scholars “argue that in seeking to compensate people for their ‘natural’ disadvantages, distributive justice inevitably denigrates those seen as disadvantaged.”¹⁵ Similar expenditures to provide “equal access” might not. The disability community responded by adopting the language of civil rights and antidiscrimination.¹⁶ It is important to keep in mind that notwithstanding the language of transfers and redistribution, welfarist policy toward the disabled might well be compatible with many policies advocated by disabilities advocates with a mere changing in how the policies are framed. Moreover, if the language or method used to deliver resources is significant, a welfarist would want to take this into account. I will continue to use the standard language of public economics with the caveat that ultimately policy determinations need to take into account the social meaning and framing of policies.

I. STYLIZED FACTS ABOUT DISABILITY IN THE UNITED STATES

One of the important elements in determining appropriate policy toward the disabled is an understanding of how disability affects individuals. This should be true for any approach to disability, but a welfarist particularly needs to know this, as policy is based only on these facts. Understanding the exact extent and nature of disability in the United States is difficult, and understanding its effects around the world is an exercise in guesswork. This Part offers some stylized facts about disability in the United States to help develop intuitions about the effects of disability.

One of the problems is that data can be based only on the current state of affairs, which may be suboptimal. The welfare of the disabled is likely to change with policies, so data about the current status of the disabled may not tell us likely status under various policies. For example, the social model of disability argues that society has unfairly arranged itself to exclude the disabled, say by requiring the use of stairs to access many build-

¹⁵ David Wasserman, Disability, Capability, and Thresholds for Distributive Justice, in Alexander Kaufman, ed, Capabilities Equality: Basic Issues and Problems 214, 218 (Routledge 2006) (describing disability rights leaders as viewing the distributive justice approach “with suspicion, seeing it as perpetuating the belief that disability was either a natural misfortune outside the scope of justice, or a deficiency so profound as to demand special priority in a fair cooperative scheme”).

¹⁶ See, for example, Richard K. Scotch, From Good Will to Civil Rights: Transforming Federal Disability Policy 5–40 (Temple 2001) (explaining that disabled communities now see disablement as a civil rights issue with concerns about discrimination).
ings. Data showing those in wheelchairs are more likely to be unemployed and poorer than others may reflect this social arrangement rather than anything inherent about disability.

Data on the disabled also depend on the definition of disability. Definitions vary because data are collected for a variety of different purposes; as a result, the main surveys of disability data estimate a broad range of disability prevalence in the United States.\(^\text{17}\) Surveys collecting disability data differ according to population surveyed,\(^\text{18}\) methodology,\(^\text{19}\) survey date,\(^\text{20}\) response rate,\(^\text{21}\) and other factors. Even holding these factors constant, data on disability prevalence depend on whether disability is de-

---


\(^{19}\) For an example of the longitudinal data offered by PSID and CPS see Burkhauser, Weathers, and Schroeder, *A Guide to Disability Statistics from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics* at 2 (cited in note 18); Burkhauser and Houtenville, *A Guide to Disability Statistics from the Current Population Study* at 9 (cited in note 18). For other surveys, such as NHIS and ACS, which periodically survey a sample of the population, see Benjamin H. Harris, Gerry Hendershot, and David C. Stapleton, *A Guide to Disability Statistics from the National Health Interview Survey 12* (NHIS 2005) ("The NHIS sample is based upon a complex design incorporating ... multistate sampling."); Weathers, *A Guide to Disability Statistics from the American Community Survey* at 8 (cited in note 18).


defined as a condition which prevents a person from working;\textsuperscript{22} results in difficulty completing everyday activities (known as Activities of Daily Living, or ADLs);\textsuperscript{23} causes sensory limitations, such as impaired vision; or some other definition. For example, the Census Bureau defines disability as self-reported limitations in performing various activities. SSA collects data on those who receive disability insurance, which requires complete inability to work for a long period of time. As one might expect, their numbers differ. There are no facts free of definitions, and the definitions vary. With these caveats in mind, the following are some rough ideas about the extent of disability and its nature.

A. Prevalence

Surveys report a broad range of disability prevalence. At the high end, the Census Bureau's Survey of Income and Program Participation ("SIPP") reports data on disability prevalence collected through interviews that question respondents about ability to complete ADLs, ability to work, and sensory limitations.\textsuperscript{24} The Census Bureau finds that in 2002, 51.2 million people (18.1 percent) of the (non-institutionalized)\textsuperscript{25} population reported having a disability.\textsuperscript{26} Of this total, 32.5 million reported having a severe disability. At the low end, and within the working age population (eighteen to sixty-four) the 2004 Current Population

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item For an example of CPS and SIPP questioning survey respondents about work limitations, see Burkhauer and Houtenville, \textit{A Guide to Disability Statistics from the Current Population Study} at 11 (cited in note 18); David Wittenburg and Sandi Nelson, \textit{A Guide to Disability Statistics from the Survey of Income and Program Participation} 10-11 (SIPP 2006).
\item For example, Census, SIPP, and ACS ask respondents whether they experience difficulty in completing Activities of Daily Living (ADLs), such as bathing or dressing. See Erickson and Houtenville, \textit{A Guide to Disability Statistics from the 2000 Decennial Census} at 36 Table 1A (cited in note 18) (asking if the respondent has "difficulty . . . [d]ressing, bathing, or getting around inside the home"); Wittenburg and Nelson, \textit{A Guide to Disability Statistics from the Survey of Income and Program Participation} at 38 Table 2 (cited in note 22) (describing questions about ADLs); Weathers, \textit{A Guide to Disability Statistics from the American Community Survey} at 35 Table 1.a (cited in note 18).
\item Erika Steinmetz, \textit{US Census Bureau, Americans with Disabilities: 2002} 2 Figure 1 (Census 2006).
\item SIPP and Census reports on the disabled population do not include data on the institutionalized population. The institutionalized population includes the prison population, but also includes nursing home residents. See Steinmetz, \textit{US Census Bureau, Americans with Disabilities} at 1 (cited in note 24) ("The population represented [ ] is the civilian noninstitutionalized population . . . nursing homes, are not reported."); Judith Waldrop and Sharon M. Stern, \textit{US Census Bureau, Disability Status: 2000}, 1 (Census 2003) (stating that the report "excludes people in the military and people who are in institutions").
\item Steinmetz, \textit{US Census Bureau, Americans with Disabilities} at 3 Table A (cited in note 24).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
Study ("CPS") estimates that around 14 million individuals are disabled; SIPP estimates over 31 million disabled for a similar population.\textsuperscript{27}

The Social Security Administration assesses disability of working-age individuals for the purpose of awarding disability insurance benefits. By the SSA's measure, individuals are eligible for benefits if they cannot engage in any substantial gainful activity because of a long-term disability. There are 8 million beneficiaries of disability insurance,\textsuperscript{28} 6.2 million of them disabled workers.\textsuperscript{29}

It is not easy to find a breakdown of the types of disabilities. Few studies highlight this issue. For example, Census Bureau data list type of disability only when studying the effect of disability on employment, not as something interesting on its own. Distilling their data, the top ten disabilities are:\textsuperscript{30}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{27} See Harris, Hendershot, and Stapleton, \textit{A Guide to Disability Statistics from the National Health Interview Survey} at 69 Table 18 (cited in note 19).
  \item \textsuperscript{28} Social Security Administration, \textit{Annual Statistical Supplement to the Social Security Bulletin, 2005} (SSA 2005). The cost of providing disability insurance to these beneficiaries was $78.2 billion in 2004, making up just under 16 percent of the total Social Security payments. Id at 2. This number also represents an increase of 10.3 percent from the 2003 numbers, making disability insurance the fastest growing part of Social Security. Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{29} Id. The non-workers are disabled adult children, widows, widowers, spouses, or minor and student children of disabled workers. Therefore, some but not all of the non-workers are disabled under the SSA definitions.
  \item \textsuperscript{30} Steinmetz, \textit{US Census Bureau, Americans with Disabilities} at 25 Table 5 (cited in note 24). See also Stephen H. Kaye, \textit{Improved Employment Opportunities for People with Disabilities}, Disability Statistics Center, Institute for Health and Aging Figure 19 (2003) (using NHIS data from 1988 to 1996 to compile a list of the most prevalent conditions causing inability to work among working-age adults). Back problems and heart disease dominate the Disability Statistics Center list. Diabetes is much less prevalent, perhaps reflecting the increase in diabetes over the last decade. And, the overall numbers on the Disability Statistics Center list are lower. See also Robert Haveman and Barbara Wolfe, \textit{The Economics of Disability and Disability Policy}, in A.J. Culyer and J.P. Newhouse, eds, \textit{Handbook of Health Economics}, 996, 1007 Table 4 (North-Holland 2000) (providing a list of the causes of disability around the world and for developed countries). The list is similar but not identical because it gives causes of impairment rather than impairments themselves. For example, the list includes road traffic accidents, a cause of impairment but not an impairment itself. The Census data reproduced in the text focuses instead on impairments.
\end{itemize}
1. Back/spine: 8.1 million (does not include spinal cord injury or paralysis)
2. Arthritis 5.6 million
3. Diabetes: 2.3 million
4. Heart/arteries: 2 million
5. Respiratory: 1.7 million
6. Mental: 1.7 million (not including 462 thousand with retardation)
7. High blood pressure: 1.6 million
8. Deafness: 1.6 million
9. Stiffness/deformity: 1.6 million
10. Vision/Blindness: 1 million

Chronic health problems rather than what many might have thought of as disabilities (such as blindness, deafness, and spinal cord injuries) make up the vast majority of the total and the six largest categories. Of the top ten items, about 80 percent of individuals have chronic health problems (comprised of the first six items on the list—it is not clear how to count stiffness and deformity of the arms and legs). Backaches are by far the largest single item. The items also vary dramatically in how preventable they are: diabetes, high blood pressure, and cardiovascular disease may all be preventable, while mental problems, some forms of deafness, and vision problems may be much more difficult to prevent.

B. Income and Work

Disability is strongly associated with low income. According to the SIPP data, the poverty rate for people aged twenty-five to sixty-four with no disability was 7.7 percent. The rate for individuals with a nonsevere disability was 11.2 percent and 25.9 percent for individuals with a severe disability. Also, individuals with a chronic disability experience, on average, a 20 percent drop in hourly earnings. For the disabled, a byproduct of poverty is a decrease in food and housing consumption; those with a

31 Steinmetz, US Census Bureau, Americans with Disabilities at 3 Table A (cited in note 24).
32 Bruce D. Meyer and Wallace K.C. Mok, Disability, Earnings, and Consumption, 20 (Harris Sch of Pub Policy, Working Paper No 06.10, 2006) ("The long term decline in hourly earnings is about 20% for [chronic-not severe and chronic-severe groups]."). The authors draw on panel data from PSID in assembling their findings.
severe disability report a 22 percent drop in housing and food consumption ten years after onset of disability.\textsuperscript{33}

Disability leads to a decrease in hours worked annually; an effect that is most severe for the chronically disabled.\textsuperscript{34} Almost 53 percent of the nondisabled were employed full-time, year-round. Approximately 44 percent of individuals with a nonsevere disability and 13 percent of individuals with a severe disability were employed full-time, year-round. Almost 58 percent of individuals with a severe disability were unemployed, year-round. SIPP breaks down these numbers by type of disability, and their data show significant variance by type.\textsuperscript{35}

C. Needs/Expenditures

Another important aspect of disability that might affect utility is basic needs. There is considerable evidence that individuals with disabilities have higher basic needs than others. The Census Bureau reports that 10.7 million individuals with disabilities ages six and over needed personal assistance with one or more activities of daily living or instrumental activities of daily living.\textsuperscript{36} (They do not report the comparable figures for the nondisabled but it is likely to be close to zero because disability is de-
fined in their report as having an impairment that limits such activities.)

Two econometric studies have attempted to quantify the additional needs of the disabled, controlling for income and other factors. Both studies find that there are substantial consumption costs associated with disability. For example, one of the studies compared the standard of living for the individuals with and without disability at a given level of income. The authors conclude "disability generates significant additional costs."  

Disability is also likely to be associated with higher health care expenditures, particularly for individuals with chronic illness. Diabetes and cardiovascular problems (together comprising four of the top ten disabilities) are a major source of health care spending. The National Medical Expenditures Survey ("NMES"), conducted in 1987 and 1988, shows that the disabled (defined as individuals with an activity limitation) were 17 percent of the population but accounted for 47 percent of national medical expenditures.

D. Happiness

A different way to try to understand the effect of disability is through self-reported levels of happiness. The field of hedonic psychology takes this approach. The relationship of happiness to well-being is not clear, but at a minimum, it is an important component. A common take on this literature is that disability


38 Zaidi and Burchardt, 51 Rev Income & Wealth 89 (cited in note 37).

39 Expenditures include assistive technology and frequent doctor visits. According to 2002 data from NHIS, 34.7 percent of individuals over sixty-four and 16.7 percent of individuals eighteen to sixty-four report using a special assistive device, including hearing aids. Harris, Hendershot, and Stapleton, *A Guide to Disability Statistics from the National Health Interview Survey* at 67–68 Tables 16–17 (cited in note 19).

40 US Department of Health and Human Services, Agency for Health Care Policy and Research, *National Medical Expenditures Survey 1987* Table E (1995). Also, according to 2002 data from NHIS, individuals with disabilities reported consulting with a health care professional within the last year at a higher rate than nondisabled individuals. Among disabled respondents, 77.9 percent in the eighteen to sixty-four age group, and 88.5 percent in the sixty-five and older age group, reported consulting a general practitioner in the last year. Harris, Hendershot, and Stapleton, *A Guide to Disability Statistics from the National Health Interview Survey* at 57–62 Tables 16–17 (cited in note 19). By contrast, among nondisabled respondents, 61.5 percent in the eighteen to sixty-four age group, and 79.3 percent in the sixty-five and older age group, reported consulting a general practitioner. Id.
does not reduce happiness, at least after an initial period of adaptation. A closer examination of the studies shows evidence of some, but not full, adaptation.

The most famous study of the effects of disability on happiness is the Brickman, Coates, and Janoff-Bulman study comparing people with spinal cord injuries with lottery winners. They asked eleven paraplegics and eighteen quadriplegics to rate their own happiness on a scale of one to five and compared them to a control group (as well as a group of lottery winners). The controls reported an average happiness of 3.82 while those with spinal cord injuries reported happiness of 2.96, a lower number (they did not perform a significance test). For some reason, the authors view this as evidence of adaptation by the disabled, but such a claim may merely reflect the prior assumptions of the authors that those with spinal cord injuries should have been more unhappy. It is not clear that this interpretation is valid, particularly given the difficulty with interpreting scales in these sorts of studies. It is only clear that the happiness number is lower. Moreover, when asked about past happiness, those with spinal cord injuries reported a mean of 4.41, indicating that they thought of themselves as significantly less happy now than before their injury. (The controls reported the opposite: higher current happiness than past happiness.)

There have been a wide variety of studies that attempted to replicate the Brickman paper. The studies vary in methodology and precise questions addressed and come to mixed conclusions. The most recent and thorough of these is a longitudinal study by

41 For a general overview, see Daniel Gilbert, Stumbling on Happiness (Knopf 2006).
43 Andrew J. Oswald and Nattavudh Powdthavee, Does Happiness Adapt? A Longitudinal Study of Disability with Implications for Economists and Judges, 2 (Inst for the Study of Labor (IZA), Discussion Paper No 2208, 2006) (stating that the Brickman paper "report[s] data in which disabled people do have lower life-satisfaction scores than the able-bodied, and this difference, when compared to a control group, is statistically significant at conventional levels").
Andrew Oswald and Nattavudh Powdthavee in 2006. They exploit the British Household Panel Survey, which is a representative sample of more than ten thousand adults conducted each year. Data from 1996 to 2002 include information on psychological well-being. They examine the effects of severe disabilities (disabilities that make it impossible to work) on well-being over time. Their conclusions are mixed. They find clear evidence of adaptation to disability but also that individuals do not always return to their pre-disability happiness level. According to Table 5, the level of adaptation appears to be correlated with the degree of disability.

Welfarists care about marginal utility as well as utility, and it is even more difficult to get a handle on this factor. Lower income and higher needs point to higher marginal utility. Beyond this, it is not clear what more we can say. The hedonic studies tell us nothing about marginal utility. (Most do not control for income.) Many disabled are likely to have a higher marginal utility from consuming certain items, such as medical care. Someone with a back problem or arthritis might gain more utility from a pain killer than someone without these problems. On the other hand, disabilities might reduce the marginal utility from other items; the blind are unlikely to benefit from visual arts. Other than that needs are higher and income lower, it is not clear that we can draw any conclusions about marginal utility. Nevertheless, knowing that needs are higher and income lower may be sufficient to support a general presupposition that disability increases marginal utility, although this will vary by disability.

II. THE SOCIAL MODEL

The dominant approach to disability is known as the social model. This Part will discuss the social model and argue that it has significant limitations as the sole model for addressing disability. As noted, this Article is not intended to be primarily a criticism of the social model, so the discussion is brief. Nevertheless, an understanding of some of its limitations is important for un-

45 Oswald and Powdthavee, Does Happiness Adapt? at 14 Table 5 (cited in note 43).
derstanding the merits of an approach based on distributive justice and tax policy.

Discussions of the social model invariably begin by describing a foil, known as the medical model. It is not easy to define the medical model precisely because it is not a coherent view laid out by a particular set of commentators. Instead, it is a distillation of the normally unarticulated views that seem to underlie many of the social policies toward the disabled. To the extent it can be defined, the medical model approaches disabilities as physical or psychological limitations of an individual that affect functioning and that should, if possible, be prevented or repaired. Social policy under the medical model is focused on the disabled individual and on curing or preventing the impairment. Disabilities in this model are primarily a medical condition.

Although not intrinsic in this view, the medical model is associated with a set of social practices that were viewed as deeply undesirable by the disabled. In particular, the medical model is associated with institutionalization of the disabled along with a lack of say about treatments. As tenBroek and Matson famously argued, the disabled were required to obey sometimes oppressive institutional rules as a condition of getting aid; in their words, the disabled were faced with a choice of "obedience or starvation." The medical model is also associated with demeaning attitudes toward the disabled, treating the disabled as objects of pity or disgust rather than as individuals.

While these practices were undesirable, social model advocates argued that the medical approach suffered from a more fundamental problem: it located the source of functional limitations in the impaired individual. For example, the medical approach viewed the inability to use one's legs as the reason a

---

47 See, for example, Bagenstos, 114 Yale L J at 76-78 (cited in note 1); Crossley, 35 Rutgers L J at 876 (cited in note 1). For a detailed history, see David L. Braddock and Susan L. Parish, An Institutional History of Disability, in Gary L. Albrecht, et al, eds, Handbook of Disability Studies 11 (Sage 2001).

48 For example, despite reading numerous descriptions of the medical view as a foil for the social model, I have been unable to find a citation for anyone actually taking this view.


51 For numerous illustrations of demeaning behavior toward the disabled, see generally Joseph P. Shapiro, No Pity: People with DisabilitiesForging a New Civil Rights Movement (Random House 1993).
paraplegic cannot enter a building with stairs. Social model advocates argued that if the building had ramps instead of stairs, the paraplegic would have equivalent mobility to those who can walk. The impairment would not cause a functional limitation under a different set of social arrangements. The medical approach misses the key causal link in the creation of a disability.

Following this logic, the social model separates the notions of impairment and disability. Impairment is a medical condition such as arthritis, blindness, or spinal cord injury. More generally, one might think of individuals as having traits that follow natural human variation. Disability is the functional limitation. The key claim of the social model is that disability depends on the interaction of social arrangements and impairments. It takes both the stairs and the spinal cord injury to create the limitation. Disabilities, therefore, have social causes. As described by Sam Bagenstos “disability is not an essentially medical condition that inheres in the disabled person; it is a social condition caused by the interaction between a person’s physical or mental traits and social institutions that are structured in a way that makes them inaccessible to people with those traits.”

At this level of generality, the model is surely correct but it is also mundane. If it said no more, it would be a modest modification to the traditional approach. Pointing out that there are multiple causes of functional limitations merely shows that there might be multiple solutions. Nothing in the medical model would argue against using the cheaper method to solve the problem. Eyeglasses are likely cheaper than making all signs in large print, changing traffic rules, and making other accommodations to the environment to accommodate the near and far-sighted, so the best response to vision problems is medical, not social. Ramps may be cheaper than other methods of helping those with spinal cord injuries, so changes to the social environment may be the best social policy. The medical model can incorporate these ideas. Advocates for the social model, however, took the arguments two large steps beyond this point.

The first of the two steps is a claim that the sole source of functional limitations is the set of social arrangements. Although counterintuitive, the argument can be illustrated through analogy to racism. It takes both race and prejudice to create racism, but we do not say that because a person is black, he is a partially responsible for the consequences of racism. Prejudice is viewed

52 Bagenstos, 114 Yale L J at 12 (cited in note 1).
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as the sole cause. Advocates argue that disability is similar. Individuals vary in many ways. Social practices that cause functional limitations or exclusion given that variation are the cause of disability. Arguing that physical impairments cause functional limitations is like arguing that race causes Jim Crow. As one of the social model founders, Michael Oliver, put it, "disability is wholly and exclusively social." 53

The second step followed naturally. If social policies prevent equal access to desired goods—jobs, wealth, status, access to buildings, treatment as a human being, or whatever—to a set of individuals based on physical impairment, it is the obligation of society to eliminate those policies just like it is the obligation of society to eliminate policies that deny people opportunities based on race or sex. The problem is one of discrimination, and civil rights are the appropriate response.

The social view is sufficiently dominant that it can now be described as "the" approach to disabilities. Like any large school of thought, there are subtle variations on what various commentators think is discrimination and what remedies are owed. Not every social model advocate adopts the strongest version of the arguments, such as defining social arrangements as the sole cause of every disability. 54 In fact, most social model advocates likely accept some limitation to this claim. Nevertheless, even for individuals who back away from the strongest claims of the model, disability is approached as a problem of discrimination to be solved using the tools of antidiscrimination theory and law. The Americans with Disabilities Act is the crowning achievement of the social model, putting the antidiscrimination approach at the forefront of disability policy.

Notwithstanding its broad acceptance, there are a number of serious problems with the core ideas in the social model. Adam Samaha has recently pointed out that, as a pure model of causation, the social model does not entail any particular policy results. 55 One has to have a theory of desirable social policies to determine what one does with the brute fact of causation. A libertarian, for example, might fully agree that disability is caused

53 Oliver, The Politics of Disablement (cited in note 1).
54 For example, Wendell rejects the view that social arrangements are the sole cause of disability. See Wendell, The Rejected Body (cited in note 4).
55 Adam M. Samaha, What Good is the Social Model of Disability?, 74 U Chi L Rev 1251 (2007). See also Wasserman, Philosophical Issues at 299 (cited in note 5) ("As long as those disadvantages were not voluntarily chosen or risked, their source of locus will have no direct relevance on most plausible accounts of distributive justice.").
by the interaction of individual variation and the social environ-
ment but conclude that no consequences should follow unless
disadvantage was created through force or fraud. A utilitarian is
not likely to care as a first order matter about causation, instead
focusing on consequences of policies. To account for this gap,
most social model advocates have an underlying, if unstated,
egalitarian norm that social arrangements should give all indi-
viduals equal opportunities, resources, or some other good. With-
out detailed specification, however, it is not clear exactly what
the policy implications are from the various subtle variations in
egalitarian norms.\footnote{One argument for an antidiscrimination approach to disabilities is that discrimina-
tion arises from bad information, say, about the ability of someone with an impairment to
perform a job or about the cost and benefits of an accommodation. This might arise from
ill-considered fear or rational ignorance. Antidiscrimination laws in such a case act as
information devices. The relevant question is why the information is not known, particu-
larly for policies aimed at profit-maximizing businesses, which have strong incentives to
employ value-maximizing workers. To the extent that we can cast discrimination as a
problem of information notwithstanding market incentives, it fits within a welfarist
framework. For a related argument, that informational inefficiencies in the job market
make a legal accommodation requirement efficient, see Verkerke, \textit{Is the ADA Efficient?}
\cite{Verkerke:2009} (cited in note 9).}

As Samaha argues, the social model without
more has no policy implications.

Second, it is simply not the case that social arrangements
are the sole cause of disability. Other than in an extravagantly
imaginary future world, social arrangements are not even a
cause of some disabilities. A blind person cannot drive a truck.
Someone with an abnormally low IQ cannot be a physicist.
Someone in a persistent vegetative state would not make an
effective teacher. These limitations are not caused by social
arrangements under any reasonable notion of potential social
arrangements. They are also not caused by animus, bias, ignor-
ance, or any other source of discrimination. Unlike with Jim
Crow, there are sensible reasons for the social practices that
cause these impairments to have these functional limitations. By
arguing that all disabilities are socially caused, the social model
conflates ordinary and rational policies with those caused by
animus or discrimination more generally.

Third, and related, the discrimination model, by treating all
disadvantages as caused by animus or ignorance, ignores impor-
tant distributive questions. Accommodations can be costly, par-
ticularly the extravagant kinds envisioned by the purer versions
of the social model. We need to understand what resources
should be used to provide these accommodations. The issue is
essentially distributive. To provide accommodations, we have to take from some to give to others. Sometimes we will be justified in doing so, but sometimes we will not be, and we must distinguish these cases. The tools of discrimination, however, are not up to this task. The social model ignores the brute fact of scarcity and, therefore, is unable to address distributional questions.

Even in a world without wrongful discrimination, disability policy would be necessary. As Richard Arneson argued, "what we owe to one another by way of social justice requirements goes beyond meritocratic nondiscrimination." Wealth transfers, such as SSI, SSDI, Medicaid, and Medicare, are enormous and enormously important, possibly life-saving, to most recipients, and would continue to be so even in a world entirely cured of discrimination defined in the broadest possible sense. Any analysis of disability that does not account for these types of programs is insufficient. The discrimination view has strong political valence because of the history of the civil rights movement. There are undoubtedly deep pools of animus against individuals with certain (but not all) disabilities. The basis of the discrimination view is appealingly meritocratic; it simply seeks to open up opportunities to those with talent. Modest changes in social arrangements may bring large benefits. Nevertheless, as an approach to studying the broader issue of disability, it is too narrow, and, in its broadest forms, implausible.

As a final note, a pure social model does not work well on pragmatic grounds, as a way of articulating problems and finding common ground for solutions. There are two core problems. The first is in the definition of discrimination. In many cases, disability can affect one's ability to perform a job. Yet an antidiscrimination view seeks to eliminate the effect of disability from that consideration. If all effects of disability are eliminated, however, the meritocratic ideal which underlies antidiscrimination policies is also eliminated. We cannot ask a blind person to drive a truck, even if he is otherwise fully qualified. Unlike with race, and to a far greater extent than with gender, the underlying goal of meritocracy and the antidiscrimination cure of eliminating factors from decision making are often at odds. To be sure, they are not always at odds—there has been and no doubt continues to be significant pure animus against the disabled. Moreover, one can

balance competing considerations, trying to find factors that affect job performance that are not affected by disability, as the ADA attempts to do. There is, however, a deep level of tension in applying antidiscrimination norms to disabilities, a tension that moves to the surface once one moves away from the easy cases.

Second, questions of desirable social policies become hostage to debates about whether a particular arrangement is discrimination and whether a particular remedy can be classified as a solution to discrimination. The most important example is the mandate for reasonable accommodations found in the ADA. There is a substantial debate about whether the accommodation requirement is properly viewed as a transfer or as antidiscrimination. Under a discrimination view, the outcome of this debate determines the appropriate social policy because society only owes it to individuals to give them an equal chance. The debate then becomes a debate about what it means to have an equal chance when individuals have different starting points. At this point, at least to me, the debate becomes unenlightening because it is essentially an argument about resource allocation being forced into antidiscrimination language. The tools of discrimination policy are inadequate to answering these sorts of questions.

It is time to move beyond the social model. This fact is starting to be recognized. Sam Bagenstos has argued that disabilities advocates on the ground have moved their focus to enforcing existing social welfare laws and that advocates should consider "direct and sustained government interventions such as the public funding and provision of benefits." Martha Nussbaum has advocated for an approach to disabilities based on the capabilities theory of social welfare. Below, I illustrate how a welfarist theory using the tools of tax policy would address the issue.

58 See, for example, Issacharoff and Nelson, 79 NC L Rev 307 (cited in note 9); Jolls, 115 Harv L Rev 642 (cited in note 9); Karlan and Rutherlgen, 46 Duke L J 1 (cited in note 9); Stein, 153 U Pa L Rev 579 (cited in note 1); Verkerke, Is the ADA Efficient? (cited in note 9).

59 Bagenstos, 114 Yale L J at 4 (cited in note 1).

60 Martha C. Nussbaum, Frontiers of Justice: Disability, Nationality, Species Membership (Harvard 2006). A full exploration of the capabilities theory as applied to disabilities is beyond the scope of this Article. The capabilities theory can be thought of as an objective approach to welfarism. See Amartya Sen, Commodities and Capabilities (Oxford 1985); Amartya Sen, On Ethics and Economics (Wiley-Blackwell 1987); Amartya Sen, Equality of What?, Tanner Lectures on Human Values (May 22, 1979) available at <http://www.tannerlectures.utah.edu/lectures/documents/sen80.pdf> (last visited Jan 15, 2009). The goal of social policy, it is argued, should be to provide individuals with the basic capabilities to achieve the level of functioning that is central to human flourishing. The theory remains in its early stages and there are a number of problems that need to be
III. WELFARE AND OPTIMAL TAXATION

In the next three Parts, I will illustrate a welfarist approach to disabilities. This Part provides general background discussion on welfarism. The next Part presents a welfarist analysis of disability. The final Part discusses extensions and implementation issues.

Much of the discussion in this Part is of the tax literature, and it is worth pausing to motivate this discussion. There are two key connections to disability policy. First, tax policy is focused on distribution. If we were not worried about the distribution of income, we could simply have a head tax. Because this would be unfair—paupers would pay the same as billionaires—we use a tax that has better distributive properties. We want those with higher ability to pay more. The distribution of resources is the central issue in tax policy. Disability, as I have argued above, is also very much a problem of distribution and, therefore, is deeply connected to taxation. Second, the reason distribution is difficult is that we cannot tell who has high ability and who does not. There is a targeting problem. We are left relying on proxies like income. Thus, the central problem in taxation is to determine the best distributive policy subject to the targeting problem. Similarly, if disabilities are not observable and we redistribute toward the disabled, we will very soon discover we have a targeting problem as individuals masquerade as disabled to get the benefits. Thus, the problems are parallel, and in fact I will argue that they are intricately linked. Thus, to understand disability policy we must understand the key features of tax policy.

A. Background on Welfarism

There is a huge literature on welfarism, exploring its merits and problems, as well as the many subtleties, such as whether the object of welfarism is preference satisfaction or some other measure of the good. I will not review this literature here. There is, however, one point that sometimes gets lost in this literature that is central to understanding disability policy. We want to know the change in social welfare from giving an additional dol-
lar to an individual. We want to know this because we want to know whether there are benefits to redistributing toward the disabled.

To explore this issue, note that a welfarist will choose a policy to maximize a function of individual utilities:

$$W(x) = W(U_1(x), U_2(x), \ldots, U_n(x))$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $x$ describes the relevant state of the world (consumption for each individual, their work effort, the set of legal rules under which they operate, etc.), and $W$ is a method of aggregating utilities. For example, $W$ might be equal to the sum of utilities, the product of utilities, or the lowest utility of any member of society.

The aggregation method reflects how egalitarian or averse to inequality we are because it can weight individuals differently depending on their circumstances. For example, the utilitarian social welfare function defines social welfare as the sum of individual utilities. Everyone is weighted equally: a given increase in utility of an individual increases social welfare the same amount regardless of whether the individual is rich or poor. The so-called Rawlsian maximin social welfare function is equal to the utility of the least well-off individual in society. Increases in utility only matter for the worst off individual.

Most public economics models do not take a position on the optimal degree of aversion to inequality. Instead, welfare economists use a general version of the social welfare function that allows aversion to inequality to vary with a parameter. There are a variety of forms, but a common version is:

$$W = \sum_i \frac{u_i^{1-\beta}}{1-\beta} \quad \beta \neq 1$$

$$= \sum_i \ln(u_i) \quad \beta = 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\beta$ ranges from zero to infinity. When $\beta$ is equal to zero, this function becomes utilitarianism. As $\beta$ approaches infinity, the function approaches maximin. The analyst can then examine

---

61 Giving a dollar to a rich person, however, will not be the same as giving a dollar to a poor person because the resulting change in utility will not be the same.

62 Rawls cared about primary goods rather than utility, so the function is Rawlsian only in a loose interpretation. See John Rawls, *A Theory of Justice* (Harvard 1999). This terminology, however faulty, is standard in the public economics literature.
how policy changes as $\beta$ changes without taking a particular position on the appropriate level of $\beta$.

The question is how much social welfare increases if we give an individual an additional dollar. If we give an individual an additional dollar, the individual will be better off. We measure how much better off he is by his marginal utility of consumption. Social welfare then goes up based on the change in social welfare for the change in that individual's utility. That is, we need to know the marginal change in social welfare for an individual of a given utility level. For any given social welfare function, therefore, the two factors that matter are marginal utility and absolute utility of that individual. Different social welfare functions will weigh these differently. A utilitarian social welfare function weighs all individuals equally, regardless of wealth. Therefore, it looks only to marginal utility, ignoring the level of utility. A Rawlsian social welfare function looks only to the level of utility (of the worst off individual), ignoring marginal utility. Social welfare functions between these extremes will weigh both factors.

It is important to isolate these two factors because we can imagine disability affecting them differently. For example, Amartya Sen considers a case where a disability causes someone to be worse off in a way that makes it difficult for them to become better off. Both the utility level and marginal utility are low for this individual because of the disability. The reduction in utility level would point to allocating more resources to the individual, but the reduction in marginal utility, his ability to use the resources, would point to allocating less. A different disability might make someone worse off, but the individual could be made much better off with additional resources. In this case, utility level decreased but marginal utility increased. Both factors would point to allocating more resources to the individual. Other cases are possible as well. Welfarists will differ in how they treat these cases, depending on their choice of the social welfare function.

---

63 In mathematical terms, we take the partial derivative of the social welfare function with respect to an increment of consumption for an individual. This produces $W'(u)u$, The two factors in the text are $W'(u)$ and $u$.

64 Amartya Sen, On Economic Inequality 16–18 (Oxford 1997). Sen used this example to argue against utilitarianism. His argument depends on $W'(u) = 1$, and does not apply to welfarism more generally. Unfortunately, Sen uses his argument to reject not just utilitarianism but also welfarism more generally, which does not follow.
**B. Optimal Taxation and Screening**

Although barely mentioned in the legal literature, it is now standard in the economics literature to view taxation as an information or screening problem. This section briefly reviews how the tax literature models the screening problem. To avoid repetition of standard economics texts, this section merely touches on the highlights.

In standard tax models, individuals are assumed to vary by their ability to earn income. The government wants to redistribute to those with lower ability but cannot directly observe who they are. It can, however, observe labor income, but this is a function of both ability (represented by the wage rate) and effort (hours worked and also actual effort during those hours). If a high tax is imposed on those with high income on the theory that they are more likely to have high ability, those individuals can work less and reduce their income, thereby mimicking someone with low ability. The trick is to find a set of tax rates that best deal with this trade-off, the desire to redistribute toward those with lower ability and the problem of high-ability individuals mimicking.

If we view the problem from behind the veil of ignorance, we can view it as a trade-off between insurance and incentives. Behind the veil, we would not know which individual in society we would be. Redistribution toward those with lower abilities can be seen as insurance against randomly being selected to be a low-ability individual. Too much insurance, however, distorts incentives. That is, just like with other types of insurance, insurance against having low ability through redistributive taxation creates moral hazard. Designing a tax system, therefore, is very much like designing an optimal insurance policy.


It is easiest to understand the nature of the problem by examining a simplified example, involving a society with only two types of individuals, those with a high wage and those with a low wage. Imagine also that their utility is based solely on their consumption and how hard they work, with marginal utility decreasing with consumption (each additional unit of consumption brings less and less utility) and increasing with hours worked. If we assume that marginal utility is inversely proportionate to consumption and hours worked, we can use the following commonly used utility function to represent the individuals:

\[ u_i = \ln(c_i) + \ln(1-e_i) \]  

where \( c_i \) is consumption and \( e_i \) is hours worked, indexed by individuals in society. If wages per hour are \( w_i \), consumption \( c_i = w_i e_i \). Note that both individuals are identical except with respect to their wage rates.

Absent taxation, individuals will balance the costs of work with the benefits of additional consumption. Because the costs of work increase with each hour and the benefits of consumption decrease with additional consumption, there will be a point at which they balance. With this simple utility function, that point will be to work half the available hours. This is true for both high wage types and low wage types: they each work the same number of hours but high-wage individuals consume more because of their higher wages.

If the government could observe ability types, it could impose a set of taxes and transfers that could not be avoided. It would simply announce that high-ability types and low-ability types pay or receive some amount. The government's maximization problem in this case is to maximize a function of utilities subject to the constraint that the sum of taxes and transfers cannot be less than zero—it cannot give transfers without taxes to pay for them.

To be concrete, suppose that individuals have 24 hours in a day, that high-ability individuals can earn $50 per hour, low-ability individuals can earn $10 per hour, and there are equal numbers of high and low-ability individuals (for simplicity, one of each). Without taxes, each individual would work 12 hours. High-ability individuals would earn $600 per day ($50 x 12) and have utility of 8.9. Low-ability individuals would earn $120 per day and have a utility of 7.3. Total utility, the sum of the utilities of the two types, would be 16.2.
Suppose the government can observe abilities and that it maximizes a utilitarian social welfare function. In this case, it can (and would) inform high-ability individuals that they must pay $400 to the government, regardless of their earnings, and inform low-ability individuals that they will receive $400 regardless of earnings. We plug these taxes and subsidies into the utility functions to determine work effort and utility levels. The high-ability person will now work 16 hours a day and have a utility of 8.1. The low-ability person will not work but, because of the $400 transfer, will have a utility of 9.2. Total utility would go up to 17.2, which means that the policy is an improvement over the no-tax world. Note, however, that the high-ability individual now has lower utility than the low-ability individual, a fact which will make this plan problematic, as we will see below.

Suppose alternatively, the government uses the Rawlsian or maximin utility function, so that it maximizes min(\(u_i\)). The best the government can do in this case is to require the high-ability individual to pay $205. The two individuals' utilities are each 8.5. The numbers are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Best Utilitarian and Rawlsian Taxes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilitarian Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rawlsian Tax</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the low-ability person is worse off under the Rawlsian approach than under a utilitarian approach—redistribution is more restricted under the Rawlsian approach than under utilitarianism in this example. The reason why was alluded to above: in the utilitarian case, we are willing to make the high-ability

---

67 More technically, in the utilitarian case, the government's problem is to maximize \(\sum u_i\) subject to \(\sum x_i - \sum w_i e_i = 0\). We set up a standard Lagrange multiplier and determine the first order conditions by differentiating. In the case of the log utility function defined above (Equation 3), we can calculate that consumption for each individual equals \(1/\lambda\), where \(\lambda\) is the Lagrange multiplier on the resource constraint. Labor supply is equal to \(1 - 1/\lambda w_i\). This means that as wages go up, labor supply goes up.
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person worse off than the low-ability person because he is so much more productive. (Compare the utilities of High and Low in the two rows. I have underlined the higher utility. As can be seen, they switch rank order.) To maximize total utility, the high-ability individuals need to work more hours to generate income used to subsidize the low-ability (and therefore low-productivity) individuals. In the Rawlsian case, we are not willing to make this trade-off.

This fact, the reversal of utility levels, is what creates the screening problem. Suppose that the government cannot determine who is a high-type individual and who is a low-type individual but it attempts to impose the tax/transfer scheme just described. A high-type individual will, in this case, simply pretend to be a low-type individual. Rather than working 16 hours a day and having half his earnings confiscated, the high-type individual will not work at all and claim a $400 per day transfer. His utility from this strategy would be the same as the low-type (9.2), which is higher than his utility from working 16 hours a day. At this point, the tax scheme falls apart because nobody is working and there is no money to transfer to low-ability individuals. We have tried to offer too much insurance against having low wages and created a moral hazard problem.

The solution to the incentive problem is to limit the redistribution away from high earners by ensuring that high-ability individuals are not better off if they masquerade as low-ability individuals than if they work hard. In technical jargon, we have to solve the utility maximization problem subject to self-selection constraints. We want to offer a set of taxes and transfers that maximizes the amount of redistribution while ensuring that the high-ability individuals do not masquerade as low-ability individuals.\(^\text{68}\)

The solution under our numbers is to impose a tax of approximately $192 on those with high incomes and to give a subsidy of...

\(^\text{68}\) Mathematically, we solve the problem subject to the constraint that the utility of the high wage individuals is at least as high if they choose to work hard as if they choose to mimic the low-wage individuals. In symbols:

\[
\ln(c_H) + \ln(1-e_H) \geq \ln(c_L) + \ln(1-w_L/w_H)
\]

The left hand side is utility of a high wage individual if he works the high number of hours, \(e_H\). The right hand side is utility of a high wage individual if he earns the same income as \(L\). Note that on the right hand side, the labor provided is equal to the hours needed by the high-ability individual to produce the income of the low-ability individual. We then maximize social welfare subject to the two constraints, net revenue and the incentive constraint.
the same amount to those with low incomes. Utility for high-ability/income individuals is 8.53 and the utility of low-ability/income individuals is 8.49. Total utility is 17, which is less than in the unconstrained case. The inability to observe wages or ability types, and the corresponding self-selection constraints reduces redistribution. Total social welfare is correspondingly reduced from the potential of 17.2 to 17.69.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Best and Second Best Utilitarian Taxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Best Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Best Tax</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The real world has more than two types of individuals. We can extend the example by adding a third, middle type. The analysis is similar. We continue to want to redistribute downward, from high to middle and low, and from middle to low. The incentive constraint on the high-ability individuals, however, is now relative to the after-tax wages of middle-income earners. Thus, it binds at a higher level; we cannot reduce the high-type individuals' after-tax wages to below a higher number, restricting redistribution more than in the two-type case. That is, with only low types and high types, the package offered to the high type could be pretty bad and they still might not want to mimic low types. With middle types, the package cannot be as bad, restricting the ability to redistribute from the high type.

The most difficult case is where there are a very large number of individuals, approximated by a continuous distribution.

---

69 Note that the information problem also has the potential to confound social policies based on non-welfarist objectives. Suppose, for example, that we have an egalitarian norm of providing equality of opportunity, resources, or some other goal. Unless identical resources are provided for all individuals, we will need information to sort individuals into different categories. For example, if we think equality of resources means that we must take into account differential starting points or some other criteria that differentiates individuals, we must have information about the relevant criteria. Absent policies that are consistent with self-selection constraints, there will be a mimicking problem.
This was the case originally analyzed by Mirrlees.\textsuperscript{70} There is no closed-form solution for the optimal tax rates, and even the first order conditions for the optimal tax rates are sufficiently ugly that it is not worth replicating them here.\textsuperscript{71} A standard approach to determining the optimal tax schedule is to use simulations. There are two factors that we can isolate from the formulas that are worth mentioning here.

The first is the trade-off between inframarginal and marginal rates. Suppose that the tax schedule is set optimally, and consider a small increase in the marginal tax rate (from optimal) at some income level. For example, consider raising the marginal tax rate on income between $50,000 and $51,000. There will be two offsetting effects. First, individuals at that income level will face an increased tax rate at the margin, and, therefore, there will be an additional distortion of their labor effort. Second, individuals above that income level will face no additional distortion (the marginal rates they face stay the same) but will pay additional taxes because of the higher rates that apply at lower income. (Individuals below that income level are unaffected.) To illustrate, think about an increase in the current 15 percent tax bracket. Those in that bracket face an increased marginal rate. Those above it face the same marginal rate but pay more taxes. The optimal structure balances these two effects. The reason this matters for disability is that it means that the shape of the income distribution matters; when considering the tax rate at a given income level, we need to know how many individuals are at that level and how many are above that level. Below, I will consider the possibility of a separate tax schedule for the disabled. If the distribution of income is different, the shape of the schedule will be different.

Second, the marginal tax rate depends on the marginal contribution of an individual's consumption to social welfare. This is the same notion discussed above, the product of an individual's marginal utility of consumption and the weight given in social welfare for an increase in that individual's utility. The higher this term, all else equal, the lower the marginal tax rates. Thus, if an individual has high marginal utility of consumption or a low


absolute level of utility, marginal tax rates will, all else being equal, be lower.

C. The Atkinson/Stiglitz Income Tax Only Result

There is one additional important aspect of the optimal tax literature we need to review before adding disabilities. An important question in examining the tax structure is whether commodities as well as income should be taxed.\(^2\) For example, might we want a tax on luxury goods on the theory that such a tax would be progressive? Or might we want to follow "Ramsey" tax formulas and impose taxes on highly inelastic goods?

The standard answer, due to Anthony Atkinson and Joseph Stiglitz, is that a tax on commodities is not generally a good idea.\(^3\) Their argument was technical, but the intuition for the result, developed most extensively by Louis Kaplow, is straightforward.\(^4\) Suppose that there is a tax on income (labor income, not Haig-Simons income) and consider a luxury tax. The luxury tax will have three effects. First, it will have a distributive effect—the wealthier who purchase luxuries will pay more tax. Second, it will have an effect on the incentives to become wealthy (that is, to work hard). Becoming wealthy will be less beneficial because the things a wealthy person might do with their money are now more limited. Finally, it will distort the choice of purchases made by those considering buying luxuries.

Compare that to an increase in the progressivity of the income tax that raises the same amount of money from the wealthy. There would be the same distributive effect and the same reduction in the incentives to become wealthy, but we would eliminate the distortion in the choice of goods purchased by the wealthy. The increase in the progressivity of the income tax is a superior option. Legal readers will be familiar with this result as the Kaplow and Shavell claim that legal rules should be effi-

\(^2\) It is important to note that "income" here means labor income, not Haig-Simons income. Indeed, the Atkinson/Stiglitz result implies that Haig-Simons income tax is not desirable. See Joseph Bankman and David A. Weisbach, The Superiority of an Ideal Consumption Tax over an Ideal Income Tax, 58 Stan L Rev 1413 (2006).

\(^3\) Anthony B. Atkinson and Joseph E. Stiglitz, The Design of Tax Structure: Direct Versus Indirect Taxation, 6 J Pub Econ 55, 74 (1976) ("Where the utility function is separable between labor and all commodities, no indirect taxes need to be employed. In this case, the use of consumption of particular commodities as a screening device offers no benefit.").

\(^4\) Louis Kaplow, On the Undesirability of Commodity Taxation even when Income Taxation is not Optimal, 6 J Pub Econ 1235 (2006).
The claim that legal rules should be efficient is a direct implication of the tax result: an inefficient legal rule is much like an excise tax on the activity subject to the legal rule.

To see how this might apply to disabilities, suppose that individuals with disabilities are identical to all other individuals except that their income is, on average, lower. The right way to approach disabilities in this case would be through the income tax. Because the differences among individuals are related to the ability to earn income, redistribution should be along this dimension.

George Akerlof famously studied an example of this sort, giving it the label "tagging." The idea was that the government can identify some trait of an individual that indicates that earnings ability is lower. This "tag" helps differentiate individuals with low ability from mimickers with high ability. The tag, in other words, can help solve the incentive constraint by adding additional information. We should, therefore, use the tag to set tax schedules. Thus, we might imagine, in this case, having a separate tax schedule or something similar, such as a deduction or credit. Based on the Mirrlees-type considerations described above, the shape of the separate tax schedule will be different because, by assumption, the distribution of ability is different for the tagged groups.

We can summarize this conclusion with:

**Result #1:** If disability affects only the ability to earn income, the optimal result is to adjust the income tax schedule, possibly by having a separate schedule based on observable features (tags).

---

75 Louis Kaplow and Steven Shavell, *Why the Legal System is Less Efficient than the Income Tax in Redistributing Income*, 23 J Legal Stud 667, 669 (1994) (stating regimes with inefficient legal rules can be replaced with an efficient legal rule so that every person is made better off).


77 Kaplow, *Taxation* (cited in note 71) (providing an extensive discussion on the shape of the tax schedules).
The underlying reason that Atkinson and Stiglitz find that it is best to use a pure income tax to redistribute is that individuals in their model vary only along a single dimension, the ability to produce income. That is, their utility function looks like the ones used in the example above: individuals vary by their wage rate but are otherwise identical. A natural implication of this is that we can only differentiate individuals on the basis of earnings, and, therefore, no commodity tax is desirable. Adding disability is akin to allowing individuals to vary in a second way: people vary in the ability to earn wages and with respect to the disability (say to walk, hear, etc.). Once individuals vary in more than one dimension, the optimal tax is likely to involve more than one dimension as well.\textsuperscript{78} It is this problem that I turn to now.

IV. A WELFARIST APPROACH TO DISABILITY

The key factor in the analysis is the extent to which disability is observable. I will argue that the Atkinson-Stiglitz result applies to disabilities that are observable, and, absent other reasons for in-kind redistribution, to the extent disability is observable, disability policy should be done through the income tax. If disability is not observable, disability status cannot be used to make adjustments to the income tax schedule. Instead, if redistribution toward the disabled is desirable, we need to do so through a screening mechanism that allows us to sort the disabled and those that would mimic the disabled. This Part illu-

\textsuperscript{78} There is a modest but growing literature examining the case where there is more than one dimension of difference. See Robin Boadway and Michael Keen, \textit{Public Goods, Self-Selection and Optimal Income Taxation}, 34 Intl Econ Rev 463 (1993); Boadway, et al, 4 J Pub Econ Theory 475 (cited in note 10); Cremer, Pestieau, and Rochet, 42 Intl Econ Rev 781 (cited in note 10); Kaplow, NBER Working Paper 14170 (cited in note 10); Maurice Marchand, Pierre Pestieau and Maria Racionero, \textit{Optimal Redistribution when Workers are Indistinguishable}, 36 Can J Econ 911 (2003); James A. Mirrlees, \textit{Optimal Tax Theory: A Synthesis}, 6 J Pub Econ 327 (1976); Saez, 83 J Pub Econ 217 (cited in note 10).

One of the problems the economics literature has had in dealing with exceptions to the Atkinson and Stiglitz result is that if people vary in more than one dimension, the math becomes intractable. The reason for this is that the incentive constraints can run in many directions. Consider a simple society with two types along each of two dimensions, wage and disability. There are four types of individuals (high-wage not disabled, high-wage disabled, low-wage not disabled, and low-wage disabled). We cannot tell whether redistribution should go from high-wage disabled to low-wage not disabled and we cannot tell who will mimic whom. Even in this simple, four-type case, the math is difficult. See Cremer, Pestieau, and Rochet, 42 Intl Econ Rev 781 (cited in note 10). More general cases have yet to be solved.

I will generally ignore this issue for now. That is, I will assume that disability policy does not alter the incentive constraints for the income tax. This is not likely to be true: special treatment of disabilities probably would alter the incentive constraints.
strates these points, first describing the reasoning generally and then using a simple example to illustrate.

A. Disability is Observable

If disability can be observed, policy toward the disabled is best implemented through adjustments to the income tax schedule. To see why this is so, recall the basic Atkinson-Stiglitz intuition: if individuals vary only by their ability to earn wages, the best way to differentiate individuals is through taxes on wages. The key to the argument was the assumption that individuals vary only by their ability to earn wages.

Suppose that individuals vary in two ways: the ability to earn wages and by disability, which affects utility in some other way, such as increasing needs (and may also affect wage rates). Suppose further that disability can be observed. Because disability can be observed, we can divide the population into categories, such as disabled or not, or into various categories of disability. Within each category, all individuals would be the same other than with respect to the ability to earn wages. Therefore, within each category, the Atkinson-Stiglitz result returns, and within each category, redistribution should happen only with an income tax. But if each category only uses an income tax, the entire system also only uses an income tax, and hence the result: to the extent that if disability is observable, the best way to redistribute is solely with an income tax.

Redistribution happens among the categories through the relative tax rate schedules (including grants or negative taxes). For example, we might have deductions or credits for various observable disabilities or potentially, a separate tax schedule altogether. Thus, suppose that the identified category of the disabled were the same as the nondisabled except that they had higher needs. At a given level of income, their marginal utility would be higher and, therefore, we would expect to see lower tax rates on the disabled, thereby taking into account the higher needs. Within each category, the income tax is pure, measuring only income, but across categories tax rates will vary by disability status. Note that this means that traditional tax-focused horizontal equity norms would be violated; individuals with the same income would be treated differently depending on disability sta-

---

79 This point has been made in a general context by Boadway and Pestieau, Indirect Taxation and Redistribution at 387 (cited in note 10); Louis Kaplow, 6 J Pub Econ 1235 (cited in note 74).
tus. Note also that while the income tax looks pure within each category, overall there will be deductions, credits, or alternative tax schedules for different categories of individuals, so that overall, the tax system will not look like a pure income tax.

The nature of the tax adjustments will depend on the effects of a given disability. There are (at least) three relevant effects. First, disability might affect income. As noted, the disabled tend to have lower income than the rest of the population. The tax rate schedule for a given category would reflect the relative income distribution within that category.\textsuperscript{80}

Second, disability might affect marginal utility at a given level of income. For example, if disability increases marginal utility by, say, increasing needs, tax rates will tend to be lower for the disabled. Third and finally, it might change absolute levels of utility. If disability lowers absolute utility, the tax system will, to the extent the social welfare function cares about absolute utility, have lower rates.\textsuperscript{81} A reasonable reading of the stylized facts given above is that disability lowers overall utility and increases marginal utility by increasing needs. To the extent this is true, the relative tax schedules will favor the disabled.

It is not clear the extent to which disabilities will be observable. To be observable in the relevant sense, we have to know the effect of the disability on an individual's utility. Medical diagnoses, even if accurate, may not give enough information. For example, if individuals with given diagnoses have dramatically different needs, we need to be able to observe these needs and not merely the gross diagnoses.

Without taking any strong views about whether particular conditions can be observed, we can see rough divisions from a perusal of the list of major disabilities. Backaches, by far the most prevalent disability, may be very hard to observe in many cases. Diabetes will be easier to observe, although the extent that it imposes limitations or increases needs may be harder to observe, which means that detailed tax adjustments may not be feasible. Similar issues arise with various forms of cardiovascular disease (numbers 3, 4, and 5 on the list). Mental health conditions will vary dramatically in how hard they are to observe with the type of condition and also with the state of medical technolo-

\textsuperscript{80} Thus, high marginal tax rates on low income disabled will be less desirable than high marginal tax rates on nondisabled low income individuals because those rates will be inframarginal with respect to a smaller population.

\textsuperscript{81} In particular, we want to know $W'(u)u$. Social welfare functions will weight the two factors differently, depending on their curvature.
gy. Vision and hearing problems, however, are likely to be relatively easy to observe.

There is an important caveat to the conclusion that the income tax system is the best way to implement disability policy for observable disabilities. As discussed in more detail in Part V, if a good desired by the disabled has public goods aspects, in-kind provision of that good may be optimal. Thus, for example, a single individual would not purchase curb cuts or other elements of public architecture because they benefit many. Discrimination laws, status, and respect may have public goods aspects. Similarly, some accommodations may act as public goods. To the extent these items are public goods, direct provision rather than redistribution through the tax system may be desirable, even in the case of observable disabilities. Part V discusses some of these issues.

We can summarize this discussion with:

Result #2: To the extent disability is observable, the appropriate policy is to use a separate income tax schedule for the disabled. Redistribution is implicit in the relative tax rates. This conclusion will not hold to the extent in-kind redistribution is otherwise desirable, say, because there are public goods aspects to certain items.

B. Disability is Not Observable

Many disabilities (or more precisely, the effects of many disabilities) will not be observable. This means that providing a separate tax schedule that implicitly redistributes towards the disabled will not work. If we cannot tell who is whom, individuals would be able to choose the more favorable tax schedule. For example, suppose we allowed individuals with back pain to deduct expenses associated with their pain, such as taking cabs, having groceries delivered, or purchasing expensive, more supportive furniture. If we cannot accurately determine who actually has back pain (and the needs associated with back pain), healthy individuals who would like these items will claim to have back problems and take unjustified deductions. In economic terms, if we cannot observe disability, providing additional resources will not be incentive compatible. Just like in the basic income tax case where we had to derive a tax schedule that screened by income, we need to come up with a screening mechanism for disabilities that are not observable.
An initial question is whether this is a serious problem. Will the nondisabled claim to be disabled to gain benefits? This is a difficult issue to get a handle on because if disability is unobservable, we cannot easily tell who is truly disabled and who is mimicking. By definition, the problem is hard to study. We have to look for indirect evidence. Moreover, the answer will depend on the type of disability and the size of the benefits.

The evidence that I have found indicates that mimicking will often be a problem. Evidence from the United States is not clear because the major disability programs tend to be national, which means that there is little regional variation to exploit in a study. Nevertheless, there is a high correspondence between the growth of disability insurance and withdrawal from the labor force for prime-age men. In addition, litigation over disability claims is substantial, which is potentially indicative of mimicking. Absent other explanations, these data are indicative of mimicking. In another study, an economist used a change in Quebec's disability insurance scheme relative to the rest of Canada to measure the effect of disability benefits on work, finding a modest but real effect. Mark Kelman and Gillian Lester provide extensive but anecdotal evidence of mimicking of learning disabilities. Perhaps the most famous example is largely anecdotal, the so-called Dutch disease. The Netherlands had Europe's most generous disability policy and also, by far, the highest percentage of disabled in the EU. Growth rates of the disability roles in the 1970's were unsustainable. Although we do not have a good event study to determine the exact effects, reforms of the pro-
gram appear to have led to reduced rates of growth. Although it would be nice to know more about this issue, ignoring mimicking would, I believe, be naive.

To screen, we need to find items that will be used more by the truly disabled than by mimickers. For example, suppose that there is a drug that costs $100 that only helps individuals with a particular, unobservable disability. If we tried to give individuals with that disability $100 of cash (so that they could purchase the drug), mimickers would also ask for the money, and we would be faced with the choice of giving nobody the money or giving both the disabled and the mimickers the money. With a limited budget and everyone claiming the money, there would be less for those who actually need it. If alternatively, we redistribute using the drug, there would be no advantage to mimickers, and we could target the redistribution more effectively.

To screen through the provision of particular goods, we can either provide the goods directly (in-kind provision) or we can use commodity taxes and subsidies. In-kind provision is simply equal to a 100 percent subsidy. In either case, direct in-kind provision or taxes and subsidies, it has to be the case that you cannot resell the good absent the subsidy. Thus, if the government provides a free widget worth $100 to the disabled and those who receive the widget can resell it for $100, the effect is the same as giving cash. Mimickers who otherwise would not want widgets would claim them and resell them. Thus, in-kind provision to promote screening must look paternalistic in the sense that the government insists on consumption of a certain good. In reality it is not paternalistic: the government is not insisting on consumption of the good because of a claim about superior knowledge or inappropriate behavior.

The interesting thing about use of in-kind provision for screening is that it will often be desirable to provide more of the good than individuals would choose freely (making it look even more paternalistic). That is, there will generally be inefficiently high consumption of screening goods.

To see why inefficiently high consumption of screening devices is desirable, I have reproduced a graph used by Albert Nichols and Richard Zeckhauser to illustrate the point.87

86 For articles examining the Dutch disability program, see Leo J. M. Aarts, Richard V. Burkhauser, and Philip R. de Jong, eds, Curing the Dutch Disease: An International Perspective on Disability Policy Reform (Avebury 1996).

87 Albert Nichols and Richard Zeckhauser, Targeting Transfers through Restrictions on Recipients, 72 Am Econ Rev 372, 375 Figure 2 (1982).
The graph charts the utility functions of two individuals, $A$ and $D$, $D$ being disabled. Their utility is graphed as a function of the consumption of some good $X$. Absent any government intervention, the disabled individual would choose to consume more of the good than the nondisabled—$X_D$ is higher than $X_A$. Suppose that we attempt to use in-kind distribution of the good to redistribute toward the disabled. Provision of any amount up to $X_D$ would be efficient as it would not change the disabled individual’s behavior. Suppose, however, that if we provide $X_D$ of the good, the nondisabled would choose to mimic. Although $A$’s utility is lower when consuming that amount rather than $X_A$, free provision might make it worthwhile. Consider what happens, however, if we increase the in-kind provision beyond $X_D$. $D$’s utility goes down, but at least initially by very little. This is a consequence of $D$ being near his optimum amount. $A$’s utility, however, goes down by a lot. Thus, by increasing the provision of $X$ by some amount beyond the efficient amount, we can hurt the mimic more than the target. If $A$ is sufficiently deterred and ceases mimicking because of the change, resources are freed up which can be used to redistribute further. In effect, efficiency is lost but targeting is improved, creating a net improvement in overall welfare.
There are at least three legal implications. First, the accommodation requirement in the ADA is an in-kind provision of goods and, therefore, might be viewed as a screening device.\textsuperscript{88} An implication would be that we should be more willing to provide accommodations that have the right attributes to act as a screening device: accommodations that are unlikely to be desired by the nondisabled should be preferred. This is common sense. If an individual claims to have a disability that cannot be observed and also desires an accommodation that someone without the disability would want, we are likely to be suspicious. Thus, if someone claims to have a backache and asked for a luxurious and expensive chair, we might worry that the individual is a mimicker. If either the disability can be observed or the accommodation indicates that the person truly has the disability, we are likely to feel more comfortable. Moreover, given the choice among accommodations, employers should be allowed to choose the one that acts as a better screening device.

A second implication is that we should want over-consumption of accommodations because this can enhance screening. Thus, many commentators have attempted to determine whether accommodations of various sorts are efficient.\textsuperscript{89} Although it might be relevant information, efficiency is not the appropriate test for whether they are socially desirable. Inefficient oversupply of accommodations might often be appropriate.

Finally, when we consider direct subsidies for certain goods rather than accommodations, we need to try to understand what types of goods or activities are good candidates to be used as screening devices. They need to be goods that are differentially consumed by individuals with a given disability. For example, certain types of medical care may be far more beneficial to the disabled than to others, so subsidizing this care may be desirable.

We can summarize the discussion in this section with the following:

\textsuperscript{88} This is not an explanation for private as opposed to public funding of the accommodation, an issue not discussed here. There may also be alternative explanations for accommodation mandates.

Result #3: If disability cannot be observed, redistribution toward the disabled is limited because of screening problems. Redistribution can take place through subsidies or direct provision of goods that are more likely to be consumed by the disabled.

Result #4: Inefficiently high consumption of screening goods may be desirable where such high consumption improves targeting. If the accommodation mandate of the ADA is a screening mechanism, evaluation of the mandate should not be based solely on efficiency.

C. Example

This section works through the above analysis using a simple example. To keep things as simple as possible, I will assume that there are only two types of individuals, the disabled and the nondisabled. Moreover, I will assume that the income tax is primarily responsible for redistributing among different levels of income so that the relevant individuals for our purposes can be considered to have the same levels of income. This eliminates some important aspects of the problem but also greatly simplifies the presentation. Finally, I will assume that disability increases needs for certain types of consumption. In particular, I will assume that utility takes the form:

\[ U = \ln(c_i) + \ln(d_i - \delta_i) \tag{5} \]

where \( d \) and \( \delta \) represents consumption of a class of items that individuals with some type of disability are more likely to consume than the general population, such as various assistive devices or services. For ease of discussion, I will refer to this class of items generically as medical services with the understanding that this term is both too broad and too narrow.\(^9\) The variable \(\delta\)

\(^9\) For example, the blind may consume more Braille books, which are not medical services. The nondisabled may consume many medical services. The term is merely a placeholder and has no particular implication about the particular items that are equivalent to \(d\) in the real world.

Marchand, Pestieau and Racionero, 36 Can J Econ 911 (cited in note 78), use a similar form of utility to model disability. They model utility (using the symbols used here), as

\[ U = c + v(d - \delta) \cdot \lambda \varphi(e) \]

The major difference is that utility is quasi-linear in consumption. Linearity in nonmedical consumption means that they cannot use a utilitarian social welfare function without eliminating the distributional component of policy. They weight the disutility of labor
represents additional need for that type of item. Thus, an individual with a disability will have a higher $\delta$ than other individuals. That is, disability is modeled here as solely an additional need for a particular type of consumption. Otherwise all individuals are alike. Note in particular that there is no income and no work effort in the utility function—I am assuming the relevant individuals being analyzed have the same income and wage rates.\(^1\)

With this utility function, individuals will set $c = d - \delta$. That is, they satisfy their needs and then split their consumption between the two items. For example, if total resources are $100 and $\delta$ is $20, they would spend the $20 on that item and then split the remaining $80 in half. The result would be $60 on $d$ (consisting of the $20 for needs and half of the remaining $80) and $40 on $c$. As $\delta$ increases, utility decreases and marginal utility increases, holding income constant. Thus, regardless of the social welfare function chosen, a welfarist would want to redistribute toward the disabled.\(^2\)

1. When disability is observable.

Assume that the government can perfectly observe disability, say through medical examinations or similar procedures. Note that with the assumed utility function, this means that the government can observe $\delta$. If the government can observe $\delta$, it can achieve a first best solution.

Consider a utilitarian government. It wants to maximize the sum of utilities subject to the budget constraint (that total consumption equals a fixed amount). This means that the govern-

---

\(^1\) This is very stylized. If we can observe both $\delta$ and income, we could make inferences about wage rates and, therefore, we would not want to treat individuals with the same income and different $\delta$'s the same purely along the income dimension.

\(^2\) One criticism of this utility function is that it also reflects individuals with expensive tastes. Someone with expensive tastes would, with the same income as others, have lower utility—their “needs” are higher. Unless we recognize expensive tastes, which we normally do not, we should not be willing to use this form of the utility function for the disabled.

One possible answer is that ideally we would take all differences into account but there is no easy way to identify expensive tastes: if we were to subsidize meals at fancy restaurants for gourmands, everyone would claim to be a gourmand. Another answer is that we can make a prior judgment to recognize the needs of the disabled and not gourmands. We do not recognize all differences, and there will always be a judgment about which ones to include. A claim that needs related to disability should be recognized is no different than recognizing wage differentials as relevant, an assumption widely adopted in the literature.
ment will set post-needs consumption the same for all individuals. Thus, for any $i$ and $j$, the government will set $c_i = c_j$, and $d_i - \delta_i = d_j - \delta_j$. As $\delta_i$ increases relative to $\delta_j$, the government would allocate more to individual $i$. That is, the government, if it could, would allocate relatively more consumption to the disabled, satisfying their relatively higher needs first and then equalizing post-needs consumption.

To illustrate, suppose that the two types of individuals are $H$ and $L$, with $H$ having higher needs (that is, is disabled). Assume that each individual has 100 of resources (say, each earning the same after-income tax wages). Suppose that $\delta_H = 75$ and $\delta_L = 5$. Absent any intervention, each individual would spend their first dollars on their needs and then split their post-needs dollars between the two types of consumption. Thus, $L$ would spend 47.50 on $c$ and 52.50 (47.50 + 5.00) on $d$. $H$ would spend 12.50 on $c$ and the rest on $d$. Total utility would be 12.77, consisting of 7.72 of utility to $L$ and 5.05 utility to $H$.

Suppose that the government set post-needs consumption equal. It would use 80 to satisfy needs, giving 75 to $H$ and 5 to $L$, and then split the rest evenly. Thus, it would give 60 of the remaining 120 to each. Overall, $L$ would get 65 and $H$ would get 135. The utility of each would be 6.80 and total utility would be 13.60, a significant improvement. The following table summarizes:
Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Best Redistribution to the Disabled</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(L)</td>
<td>(H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laissez Faire</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption of (c)</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption of (d)</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility</td>
<td>7.72</td>
<td>5.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disability is Observable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption of (c)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption of (d)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility</td>
<td>6.80</td>
<td>6.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. When disability is unobservable.

If the government cannot tell who is disabled, the nondisabled would benefit by claiming to be disabled. In the example, both types of individual consume 30 of \(c\) but the disabled got 105 of \(d\) compared to 35 for the nondisabled. By claiming to be disabled, an individual can keep the 30 of \(c\) but increase \(d\) to 105. The same holds in the more general case of the differing tax schedules. As long as more consumption of \(d\) increases utility, claiming to be disabled is an attractive strategy. Therefore, the allocation is not incentive compatible.

The optimal policy depends on the information available to government. To illustrate the importance of information, I will consider two cases. In the first case, the government can offer incentive compatible packages of \(c\) and \(d\). For example, the disabled will prefer more of \(d\) and less of \(c\). Because there are two types of individuals, the government will offer two packages: one that offers relatively more of \(d\) and one that relatively offers more of \(c\). The disabled will, all things equal, prefer the former,
the nondisabled the latter. This difference can be used to separate the different types of individuals. This policy, however, requires the government to base the price of $c$ on purchases of $d$ (and vice versa). If only anonymous purchases can be observed or if individuals can cheat the system by using surrogate buyers, the policy may not be feasible. I will consider a second case, therefore, in which the government’s only option is anonymous commodity taxes, which means that the tax or subsidy on a particular good is independent of purchases of other goods. In both cases, the government can do better than laissez faire but not nearly as well as in the first best case. The “packages” case does better than the commodity tax case, as should not be surprising, because the government is assumed to have access to more information.

Begin with the case where the government can offer two packages. Continue to assume that there are two types, $H$ and $L$ (with $H$ having higher needs for $d$). One package will be intended for $H$ and one for $L$. We want to offer a package to $H$ that makes him better off but is not as attractive to $L$ as the other package. This will allow some limited redistribution toward $H$.

Suppose that the government were to offer individuals two choices: individuals can either consume 16 units of $c$ and 100 units of $d$ or they can consume 39 units of $c$ and 44 units of $d$. The total is still 200 units of consumption, thereby staying within the resource constraint. The first package has more total consumption (116 compared to 84) but is far more skewed toward $d$.

A disabled person strongly prefers the first package. (Indeed, he could not live on the second package as basic needs for $d$ exceed the amount offered.) A nondisabled person is indifferent: utility is 7.35 for either package. Thus, the nondisabled person has no incentive to mimic the disabled and the set of packages is incentive compatible. (To eliminate the case of exact indifference, we can shift .01 of a unit more to the nondisabled.)

Total utility under this allocation is 13.36, which is far better than the laissez faire case (total utility 12.77) but not as good as when disability was observable (total utility 13.6). Note also that in the observable disability case, total consumption by the disabled was 135, while in this case, the total is only 116. Information constraints restrict the ability to redistribute. The table below summarizes:
TABLE 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Package</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>39.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>44.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_L$</td>
<td>7.345</td>
<td>7.345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_H$</td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total ($H$ picks 1, $L$ picks 2)</td>
<td>13.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note a subtlety in the example. We started by assuming equal incomes, so $H$ and $L$ each had 100. We offered a set of packages to $L$, however, such that he would prefer only 84 rather than 116. Thus, we were able to redistribute from $L$ to $H$, improving welfare. Also, note that the package designed for the disabled had more of $d$ and less of $c$ than he would choose were he given a cash grant of the same value. That is, the disabled person was given a total of 116. With needs of 75 and total income of 116, that person would have split consumption into 21 of $c$ and 96 of $d$. We force him to consume more of $d$ but by doing so, we are able to redistribute more in total, increasing his welfare. Thus, if the same total wealth of 116 were offered in a more natural split of 21 and 96, the package would not be incentive compatible because the nondisabled person would also prefer the package. Inefficiently high consumption of medical services is desirable in this case.

As noted, the information requirements on the government in this case are strong. The government must be able to base the price of $c$ on amounts of $d$ purchased (and vice versa). This may be possible. The variable $c$ stands for total nonmedical consumption. The government then need only give a subsidy for $d$ based on purchases of $d$ and total consumption. If there is more than one type of subsidized consumption, however, the schedule would be more complex. The subsidy for $d$ would depend not only on $c$ but on consumption other items, $d'$, $d''$, etc.
The second case requires a much less elaborate tax structure. In this case, the government merely sets a general tax or subsidy on each commodity that is available to anyone who purchases the commodity, regardless of income or of consumption of other items. The government's problem is to set taxes and subsidies for \( c \) and \( d \) to maximize total utility subject to a constraint that the sum of taxes and subsidies equal zero (in a world where people set their behavior based on the taxes and subsidies). There is no incentive constraint here because the same package of prices is offered to everyone. Therefore, \( L \) cannot mimic \( H \). Instead, \( L \) just maximizes given the prices.

Intuitively, what we will want to do is to subsidize medical services \((d)\) and tax everything else \((c)\) because doing so will help those with higher needs. This will distort behavior, creating inefficient choices between \( c \) and \( d \). Doing so, however, helps \( H \) because medical services are cheaper.

Consider the running example, where \( H \) and \( L \) each have 100 of resources and the only difference is that \( H \) has needs of 75 and \( L \) has needs of only 5. Recall that without any taxes or transfers, total utility was 12.77, and with full information and direct transfers, we could get total utility up to 13.60.

Suppose we impose a tax of 40 percent on the price of \( c \) and use the money raised to subsidize \( d \). The revenue neutral subsidy for \( d \), given that both \( H \) and \( L \) will choose their allocations based on prices, is 12 percent. Because \( L \) purchases more of \( c \) than \( H \) does (and correspondingly less of \( d \) than \( H \) does), this scheme hurts \( L \) and helps \( H \). In particular, \( L \)'s utility goes down but \( H \)'s goes up by more. Total utility in fact goes up from 12.77 to 12.99. This is an improvement over the base case with no taxes, but not nearly as good as the case with full information (where total utility was 13.6). It is also not as good as the "packages" case (where taxes on one item were allowed to be based on purchases of other items)—in that case, we managed to get total utility up to about 13.36. The table below summarizes.
The examples illustrate how the ability to observe disability is a key variable. The total utility in each of the cases considered are as follows:

- Laissez faire: 12.77
- Simple commodity taxes: 12.99
- Complex commodity taxes: 13.36
- Full information: 13.60

Information constraints significantly reduce the ability of the government to get to the best case. Thus, moving from the simple commodity taxes to either the more complex schedule or to full information allows a large improvement in social welfare.

V. COMMENTS

This Part provides additional comments and extensions of the discussion in Part IV above. It discusses how the analysis interacts with the social model, how the possibility of private disability insurance affects the analysis, and the issue of observation of disabilities.

A. Interaction with the Social Model

Policy prescriptions based on the social model tend to have two attributes. First, they tend to focus on changing the social environment to make it more accessible to individuals with various impairments or traits. Second, they often focus on issues of autonomy and status—tenBroek and Matson’s rejection of obe-
dience or starvation. Both can be viewed as distribution of goods in kind (keeping in mind the caveat in the introduction about the use of the terms "redistribution" or "transfers"—it is not redistribution to give someone equal status).

The usual presumption in welfarism is that cash transfers are preferred because individuals have better knowledge of their preferences than do the policy designers. There are, however, a number of standard reasons to favor in-kind distribution. First, as noted above, if disability is not observable, in-kind provision can act as a screening device because accommodations can be designed to target particular disabilities. We should, therefore, be more willing to provide accommodations that would help someone who truly has a disability but not be desired by potential mimickers.

Second, some goods have public goods aspects in the sense that they have benefits that are not excludible. That is, they may generate positive externalities. The easiest case is curb cuts—one person pays for a curb cut, others will get benefits. Other goods may have similar effects. If so, cash transfers would mean under-provision of these goods. In-kind provision or subsidies for these goods would be desirable.

It is not clear which goods have these features. Public architecture is the most obvious case. Changes to private architecture may not because the owner of the structure might be able to capture the benefits. There might, however, be network effects to changing private architecture, which would create some positive externalities not captured by the owners. Imagine a row of stores, each considering making adjustments to become accessible to the disabled. If only a single store makes adjustments, but there are fixed costs to the disabled to visiting the row of stores, the adjustments might not attract new customers. If, however, the whole row were accessible, the changes might be cost beneficial. It is important to understand the extent to which goods have public goods aspects or these types of externalities as it bears on whether they should be provided in kind.

Third, there may be goods that are relatively inexpensive to provide that cannot be readily purchased in the market (or only purchased at a very high cost). In particular, the social model is concerned with stigma. Stigma may reduce welfare, and provi-
sion of its near opposite, status, may improve welfare. Although status can sometimes be purchased, it is difficult or expensive to do so. Provision in-kind, through mere treatment of the disabled as having equal status as others, may be inexpensive and yet improve welfare dramatically. If so, a welfarist would support such a policy. Thus, if we were going to redistribute $100 to someone and they got more value out of $90 spent on reducing stigma or increasing status, spending the $90 would save resources.

In many cases, therefore, welfarist policies will coincide with those associated with the social model. Unlike the social model, however, there would be no presumption that in-kind provision is more desirable. If helping someone through a direct transfer or by providing medical care that reduces an impairment is cheaper than in-kind provision (including costs and benefits, such as stigma, screening, and other considerations), we should choose the cheaper option. Thus, a welfarist approach can incorporate the social model as an empirical claim that in-kind provision is the cheaper method of redistribution.

B. Private Disability Insurance

If individuals can privately insure against disability, it might be the case that the programs discussed here are not necessary. Individuals could, based on their risk preferences, decide to insure or not. If they become disabled, private insurance would provide the transfer mechanism instead of a government program. One might argue that the possibility of private insurance makes much of the discussion moot. While I cannot include a complete discussion of the issue, there are three comments worth making here.

First, the issue of public or private provision of social insurance goes well beyond disability and includes retirement, income, and health insurance. One can argue in all these cases that public provision is not necessary. Nevertheless, public provision is pervasive in developed countries. It is entirely appropriate to discuss the design of a public program for disability without answering such a fundamental question.

Second, the private purchase of insurance might be insufficient for a welfarist. The reason is that individuals would only purchase insurance if their marginal utility of income is expected to be higher when disabled. A welfarist (other than a utilitarian), however, might care about absolute levels of welfare. Thus, a welfarist might want to provide transfers to the disabled to re-
duce inequality in absolute utility levels even if individuals would not privately purchase insurance.

Finally, we do not have sufficient data to understand how a private market would work. The data reflect some, but by no means universal or particularly generous insurance coverage. The key problem is that because of the numerous public programs, any data reflect the existence of the programs. Private insurance might be crowded out. Thus, we cannot look at current disability insurance programs to determine whether pure private provision could work.

C. Additional Considerations

1. Observation versus autonomy.

As illustrated, observing a disability will often significantly increase our ability to promote social policy toward the disabled because it eliminates mimicking. Observation, therefore, is valuable, and investments in observation technology (such as diagnostic tools) may be socially worthwhile.

An opposing intuition is that government categorization is intrusive, particularly to those concerned about autonomy. Potentially significant benefits could depend on correct categorization, giving bureaucrats real power. Similarly, one of the main goals of the disability movement was for the disabled to be treated as equals. Increased expenditures on observations may be contrary to that goal. It is possible that something less than the otherwise optimal investment in observation technology would be optimal.

94 The data we have are collected by the Department of Labor. US Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Compensation Survey: Employee Benefits in Private Industry in the United States, Summary 04-04 (Mar 2004). In 2003, approximately 40 percent of workers were covered by a short-term disability plan and 30 percent by a long-term disability plan. Id at 1. The numbers vary by wage rate, type of job (service, white collar, or blue collar), and whether there was a union. Id at 2. According to earlier (1987) data, the benefits were relatively low, with four-fifths of the plans providing 50 to 60 percent replacement of earnings. Diane B. Hill, Employer-Sponsored Long-Term Disability Insurance, 110 Monthly Lab Rev 16, 17 (1987). These plans may, however, also be complemented by health plans, which would cover some of the costs of disability.

95 One response to the problem is that individuals who object to classification could always choose not to get the relevant benefits. There is an aggregation problem. Suppose that the government, with a classification scheme, could deliver one of two amounts $0 or $100, depending on how individuals are classified. An individual not wishing to undergo an exam could also choose to get $0. But suppose the alternative was that the government did not classify and instead gave everyone $10. Someone who objects to the classification scheme would not have the option of getting $10.
A welfarist would value any reductions in autonomy only to the extent individuals themselves are harmed. Autonomy has no independent value. Therefore, we would try to trade-off the loss of utility due to a government-imposed classification scheme with the benefit of better targeting of disability benefits. The government classifies all the time now. Most benefits and burdens imposed by the government have rules for qualifying, and it is not clear that classifying the disabled would be more intrusive. Current disability insurance benefits rely on elaborate classification procedures.

2. Defining disabilities.

One of the features of a welfarist approach is that it allows policy to be sensitive to differences among disabilities. There may be administrative reasons for limiting policy to a few categories, but as a matter of pure theory, policy would be tailored to different types of disabilities. That is, policy depends on precisely how a disability affects utility, and if different disabilities affect utility differently, different policies would be desirable. More generally, a welfarist approach looks directly at utility functions and uses disability as an intermediate category only as a cost saving or administrability feature. There is no inherent definition of disabilities.

The relevant question in defining disability or different types of disability is one of precision in legal rules. If there were no cost to administering the rules, disability policy would be perfectly tailored. Given that there are costs, the question is one of weighing an increase in precision against the increase in costs. An important factor in such a balance is how different the policies would be, which depends on how different disabilities affect welfare.

3. Endogenous disability.

So far, I have taken the number of disabled as given (although I've assumed that the nondisabled may mimic the disabled to get benefits or the disabled may pretend to have worse disabilities than they actually do for similar reasons). The actual number of disabilities, however, is likely to be endogenous to the policies toward the disabled. Thus, more generosity toward the disabled is, in effect, insurance against disability, reducing incentives to take care. This may be particularly true with the major categories of disabilities in the United States today, chronic
diseases. These may be much more within the control of individuals than disabilities such as deafness or blindness. Endogeneity may have important effects.

4. Additional public economics tools.

Once one starts approaching disability policy using the tools of public economics, any number of possibilities become apparent. For example, we might consider when to provide transfers and whether and to what extent they should be phased out. We can use the tools of public economics to determine when there are subtle externalities that might require in-kind redistribution or commodity subsidies. We have tools for determining when legal regulation is the appropriate method of redistributing. As a first attempt at applying tax and public economics theory to disabilities, this Article cannot remotely explore many of these issues. Hopefully, this Article is only a start.

VI. CONCLUSION

The goal of the discussion was (1) to illustrate that we need a theory of distributive justice and not just the social model to determine policy toward the disabled and (2) to illustrate how welfarist theories would address the problem. The first point is relatively clear, at least to me. The United States spends at least $275 billion per year, and possibly much more, on disabilities. Theories of discrimination are not sufficient to determine how best to direct these massive resources. We must understand who most needs the resources and how those individuals can be identified, as well as the cost to the rest of society of providing these funds. Only a theory of distributive justice can handle these tasks.

The analysis of welfarist approaches is, at best, preliminary, and numerous issues need additional exploration. Nevertheless, some key points are likely to remain. First, we must understand how disability affects individuals. Research into hedonics has the potential to help here, although existing studies are sufficiently crude that we cannot yet draw firm conclusions. Second, identification of the disabled may bring large benefits in terms of being able to target resources and reduce screening problems. Finally, provision of goods in-kind may be desirable in a variety of circumstances, which means that many of the recommendations of the social model (which emphasizes in-kind provision) may carry over to a welfarist approach.